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Being at the western fringe of Europe, Iberia had a peculiar prehistory and a com-

plex pattern of Neolithization. A few studies, all based on modern populations,

reported the presence of DNA of likely African origin in this region, generally

concluding it was the result of recent gene flow, probably during the Islamic

period. Here, we provide evidence of much older gene flow from Africa to

Iberia by sequencing whole genomes from four human remains from northern

Portugal and southern Spain dated around 4000 years BP (from the Middle

Neolithic to the Bronze Age). We found one of them to carry an unequivocal

sub-Saharan mitogenome of most probably West or West-Central African

origin, to our knowledge never reported before in prehistoric remains outside

Africa. Our analyses of ancient nuclear genomes show small but significant

levels of sub-Saharan African affinity in several ancient Iberian samples,

which indicates that what we detected was not an occasional individual

phenomenon, but an admixture event recognizable at the population level.

We interpret this result as evidence of an early migration process from Africa

into the Iberian Peninsula through a western route, possibly across the Strait

of Gibraltar.
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1. Introduction
Modern European populations show a southwest-northeast

gradient of African diversity with its maximum in Spain

[1,2]. It is unclear if this gradient is the consequence of ancient

prehistoric contacts or, instead, if it is owing to African

migrations into Europe during historical times. Based on

genome-wide data from modern populations, African admix-

ture has been estimated to around the time of the Muslim

expansion into Iberia [2,3]. However, analyses of mitochon-

drial DNA (mtDNA) and Y chromosomes in modern

individuals suggest a much older admixture event, possibly

dated around 10 000–8000 years before present (yBP),

[4–6]. One of the strongest pieces of evidence is the existence

of mitochondrial haplotypes belonging to the sub-Saharan L

macro-haplogroup that form European-specific subclades,

suggesting they have evolved locally in Europe [5–7].

Ancient DNA (aDNA) is a powerful resource to recon-

struct events in demographic history [8–10]. Studies of

prehistoric human remains from Morocco [11,12] and Spain

[13] reported genomic evidence of gene flow from Iberia into

Late Neolithic Moroccans around 5000 yBP, but none of

these works detected admixture in the opposite direction, i.e.

from Africa into Iberia. However, all these studies considered

a limited number of captured single nucleotide polymorph-

isms (SNPs), which may not be powerful enough to detect

limited levels of gene flow that happened long ago. Also,

these studies used ancient Maghrebians as the potential

source of African admixture, and hence may not be a good

proxy if the gene flow had a sub-Saharan origin.

Here we used a combination of shotgun and whole-

genome capture (WGC) strategies to generate whole-genome

data from four prehistoric human remains (coverage from

0.4–4.8�) and 13 mitogenomes from the Iberian Peninsula,

dated well before any historical African presence in Iberia.

We found one sample from Andalusia (southern Spain) to

carry the sub-Saharan mitochondrial haplogroup L2a1,

to our knowledge never observed before in ancient human

remains outside Africa. In addition, the analyses of the

ancient nuclear genomes revealed an increased similarity

between Middle Neolithic/Chalcolithic (MN/ChL) samples

from Spain and ancient sub-Saharan remains. To our knowl-

edge, this study reports for the first time, both at nuclear and

mitochondrial level, direct evidence of prehistoric northbound

gene flow from Africa into Europe, probably following a

trans-Mediterranean western route.
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2. Material and methods
(a) Archaeological samples
We sampled 17 ancient individuals from the Iberian Peninsula, orig-

inating from: (i) the Mediterranean area in the south of Spain (four

individuals from Cueva del Ángel, Lucena, Córdoba; 3782402200 N,

482405900 W) and (ii) the Atlantic watershed in the north of Portugal

(three individuals from Lorga de Dine; 4185203000 N, 685504000 W)

and Spain (10 individuals from Galicia). Most samples have been

carbon dated to around 3000–4500 yBP, covering the Middle

Neolithic, the Chalcolithic and Bronze Age (BA) period in Iberia

(table 1; electronic supplementary material, table S1 and data S1).

(b) Laboratory processing
All laboratory steps before polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

amplification were carried out in dedicated aDNA facilities at
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the Universities of Potsdam (Germany) and York (UK). Samples

were preferentially taken from teeth and petrous bone, when

available, and all remains were decontaminated by physical

removal of the surfaces and ultraviolet treatment before extrac-

tion. DNA was extracted following the protocols from [14,15].

One Illumina library was built from each sample, either as

single or double stranded (following [16] and [17], respectively)

depending on their latitude of origin and storage conditions

after excavation. Libraries preserving less than 20% of endogen-

ous DNA were subjected to capture enrichment (electronic

supplementary material, table S2).

(c) DNA hybridization capture
We followed two different strategies for the capture experiments:

(i) we used capture on array as described in [18] to recover com-

plete mitochondrial genomes from eight samples; and (ii) we

developed an in-solution WGC protocol to recover whole genomes

and complete mitogenomes from five ancient samples, including

COV20126. This protocol is based on homemade probes built

from commercial male human DNA (PROMEGA). Similar to

[19], the commercial DNA is sonicated to an average fragment

size of 100–200 bp and then ligated to biotinylated adapters. The

sequence of the adapters is different to that of the Illumina

oligos, which prevents amplification or sequencing of the baits

after capture. Following WGC, we obtained an enrichment in

nuclear sequences ranging from 2 up to 12-fold (electronic

supplementary material, table S2). Further details in the electronic

supplementary material, document S1.

(d) Sequencing and data processing
Libraries LD270 and LD1174 were shotgun sequenced each on one

lane of an Illumina HiSeqX platform, using 150 cycles in paired-

end (PE) mode. A library from LU339 and the capture products

of COV20126 were sequenced each on a whole flow cell of the

Illumina platform NextSeq500 using 76 cycles in single-end (SE)

mode. The other four libraries subjected to WGC were pooled

and sequenced on the NextSeq500 with 76 cycles and PE mode.

Finally, the seven libraries captured on array were pooled and

sequenced on a single lane of a HiSeq2500 platform using 76

cycles in SE mode. Details in the electronic supplementary

material, document S1 and table S2.

Next-generation sequencing reads were trimmed and

mapped to the reference hg19 as described in the electronic

supplementary material, document S1.

MAPDAMAGE [20] was used to assess the patterns of molecular

damage in the mapped reads (electronic supplementary material,

figure S1). The level of contamination was estimated based on the

presence of secondary variants at haploid sites, i.e. in mtDNA

and, in males, on chromosome X (electronic supplementary

material, document S1).

Finally, we collected raw read data from published ancient

samples and mapped them to the reference following the same

pipeline (electronic supplementary material, data S2).

(e) Uniparental markers
For mtDNA analysis, we mapped the reads to the revised Cam-

bridge Reference Sequence (rCRS, NC_012920; [21]). Variants

were called using SAMTOOLS MPILEUP [22] at positions covered

by at least three reads and having a mapping and base quality

more than or equal to 30. All called variants were confirmed

by visual inspection using TABLET [23]. Also, in COV20126, we

repeated the analysis after using pmdtools, which restricts the

haplogroup assignment to reads showing the typical aDNA pat-

tern of damage [24]. We used HAPLOGREP (http://haplogrep.uibk.

ac.at/) to assign the mitochondrial haplogroups (table 1 and

electronic supplementary material, tables S1 and S3).
The biological sex of our ancient samples was determined

by comparing the genomic coverage of the X chromosome

and of the autosomes [25]. The Y chromosome haplogroup

of COV20126 was determined following [26] (electronic

supplementary material, figure S2a and S2b).

( f ) Phylogenetic analysis
We assembled two datasets: (i) an ancient dataset including com-

plete mitogenome sequences from 194 prehistoric samples (17 new

mitogenomes from this study), covering most of Europe, the Near

East and Africa, and the sequence of a Neanderthal individual

(Feld2, [27]) as outgroup; and (ii) a modern dataset including

published mitogenomes from 388 individuals with European

and African ancestry belonging to the L macro-haplogroup, our

ancient sample COV20126, and an African individual of the L0

haplogroup as outgroup (electronic supplementary material,

data S1). Details about the reconstruction of the calibrated phylo-

genies with BEAST 2.4.8 [28] can be found in the electronic

supplementary material, document S1.

(g) Datasets for population genetic analysis
We called the autosomal SNPs included in the Human Origins

chip [29] in the ancient samples sequenced at nuclear level.

We used GATK-3.0-0 PILEUP for the base calling. At positions

covered by more than one read, one allele was randomly

chosen with a probability equal to the base frequency at that

position. Then, the chosen alleles were duplicated to form

homozygous genotypes. We used PLINK [30] to merge these

calls to reference ancient and modern datasets from [31]. Also,

we realigned bam files and mapped raw read data from recen-

tly published ancient remains [10,11,13,32,33]. We called the

variants of the Human Origins chip in these alignments and

merged the overlapping positions with our ancient samples

and those in [31].

After merging, only ancient samples with more than 15 000

called SNPs were kept for downstream analysis. The final dataset

included 269 ancient individuals and 1267 modern individuals

from Eurasian, North and South African populations (electronic

supplementary material, data S3).

(h) Population genetic analysis
For all population genetic analyses, transitions were removed

from the datasets (110 532 SNPs left), as well as SNPs in linkage

disequilibrium with r2 . 0.2 (79 130 SNPs left). We first per-

formed a principal component analysis (PCA, EIGENSOFT),

projecting ancient individuals onto the PC1–PC2 space defined

by modern individuals from Eurasia and North Africa, using

Procrustes analysis [34]. Model-based clustering of the ancient

individuals, together with Eurasian, North and South African

populations, was conducted with ADMIXTURE [35]. The genotype

data were pruned for linkage disequilibrium using PLINK [30]

with parameters—indep-pairwise 200 25 0.5 [36], resulting in

85 831 SNPs retained. We tested different numbers of clusters

from K ¼ 2 to 20. The results of 10 iterations per K were com-

bined using CLUMPP [37] and plotted with DISTRUCT [38] (see

the electronic supplementary material, figures S4a and S4b).

We used outgroup f3 statistics to measure the amount of

shared drift between the Eurasian samples in our Human Origins

dataset since divergence from an African outgroup. We limited

the analysis to samples sharing at least 10 000 SNP. The test

was run using qp3Pop from the ADMIXTOOLS package [29].

D-statistics were used to test for an excess similarity between

the ancient Iberian samples and an African source with regard to

other ancient samples [39]. To increase the power of the test, we

used the whole-genome data of our four Iberian samples and a

set of complete ancient genomes mapped to the hg19 reference.

http://haplogrep.uibk.ac.at/
http://haplogrep.uibk.ac.at/
http://haplogrep.uibk.ac.at/
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All individuals selected for this test have an average genome

coverage � 1�, except COV20126, with a genome coverage �
0.4� (electronic supplementary material, data S2 and document

S1). We computed D-statistics using the ABBA-BABA tool in

ANGSD (version 0.920/0.921) [40]. The last two bases at both

ends of the reads were trimmed, and mapping and base

quality were set to 30, in order to minimize the possible effects

of miscalling and aDNA molecular damage.
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3. Results
(a) Laboratory procedures, sequencing and authenticity
A combination of shotgun sequencing and hybridization

capture approaches allowed us to recover nuclear genome

data for four ancient samples. Two individuals come from

northern Portugal, LD270 (4.2� average genome coverage)

and LD1174 (3.8�), both 14C dated to around 4400 calibrated

years before present (cal yBP, Chalcolithic), and two from

Cordoba in southern Spain, LU339 (4.8�) and COV20126

(0.4�), dated to 4889+68 and 3637+ 60 cal yBP, respectively

(figure 1a and table 1). We also sequenced the complete mito-

chondrial genomes of these individuals and 13 additional

ancient human remains from North and South Iberia, also

dated to the Chalcolithic (electronic supplementary material,

table S1). We could confirm the authenticity of the sequences,

based on their deamination rates at the 50 and 30 ends of the

reads and average read lengths between 50 and 80 bp (elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S1). Based on mtDNA,

we estimated contamination levels between 0.2 and 3.1%

(0.1–1.4% when only transversions were considered); based

on the X chromosome we estimated a ratio of 2–3% of

contamination in COV20126, the only individual analysed at

genome level that was identified as a male (table 1 and

electronic supplementary material, table S1).

(b) Mitochondrial and Y chromosome analyses
Most individuals of our study belong to mitochondrial

haplogroups previously described in Europe, such as U, H,

K, J and V (table 1 and electronic supplementary material,

tables S1 and S3) with one striking exception. COV20126,

the 3600 yBP individual from Córdoba was assigned to

L2a1 l, a typical sub-Saharan haplogroup, to our knowledge

never described before in ancient individuals outside Africa.

The restriction of the analysis to reads showing typical

aDNA molecular damage [24], confirmed the assignation of

COV20126 to haplogroup L2a1 l. We followed PHYLOTREE

(http://www.phylotree.org/) to place COV20126 in a parsi-

monious phylogeny of the L2 haplogroup (electronic

supplementary material, figure S5a) and confirmed its assign-

ment to L2a1. Within this clade, the polymorphisms 16189C

and 16192 T together with 534 T place COV20126 further

down on the tree in subclade L2a1 l, although for a complete

assignment to this subclade COV20126 is missing an A at

position 143 and a C at position 195. On the same branch of

the tree and differing from L2a1 l by only four substitutions,

there is L2a1 k, a haplogroup that perhaps has evolved locally

in Europe since 13 000 yBP [5,6]. We did not find exact matches

to this ancient sequence in a database of modern haplogroup L

mtDNAs (n . 2600 haplotypes). However, in present-day

populations haplogroup L2a1 l is most frequent in West/

West-Central Africa [41], but also in the Caribbean and USA,

as a consequence of the transatlantic slave trade, [42]. Most
remarkable, the sub-clade, L2a1l2a, comprising five different

haplotypes, occurs only in modern DNA samples from

Poland [43]. In addition, there are no members belonging to

L2a1 l in present-day samples from North Africa.

In the phylogeny of figure 2, built on only ancient

mtDNAs, COV20126 clusters together with an ancient individ-

ual from Tanzania belonging to haplogroup L2a1 (I3 726,

dated around 3100 yBP, [32]), basal to all the Eurasian clades

(figure 2). Based only on the 14C dates of the individuals in

our ancient genomes phylogeny, we estimated the divergence

time between COV20126’s clade and the Eurasian lineages at

ca 73 000 yBP (95% highest posterior density (HPD): 63 400–

83 800 yBP).

The calibrated Bayesian analysis of modern mitochondrial

genomes separates the L2 lineages into its major subclades

(L2a, L2b, L2c and L2d) with high posterior probability (elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S5b). The L2a branch is

further divided into well-supported branches, and COV20126

is assigned to the L2a1 branch with high statistical confi-

dence. The node linking COV20126 with the rest of the

L2a1 clade is dated to ca 22 000 yBP (95% HPD: 17 300–28

200 yBP) using a substitution rate as in [44].

COV20126’s Y chromosome belongs to the G2a hap-

logroup, described as typical of Early Neolithic farmers in

Europe ([13,31,45,46]; electronic supplementary material,

figure S2). Therefore, based on uniparental markers (mtDNA

and Y chromosome), COV20126 seems to have ancestors

from both Mediterranean shores; the question is to what

extent the two ancestral populations contributed to the

recombining part of his nuclear genome.
(c) Nuclear genome analysis
To investigate the position of our samples in the context of

worldwide genetic diversity, we plotted on a PCA graph

the genomes of the four ancient Iberian samples of this

study, a subset of ancient samples from the Human Origins

dataset [31,46], and recently published ancient genomes

from Africa [11,32,33] and Spain ([10,13]; see the electronic

supplementary material, data S3). All ancient individuals

were projected onto the first two principal components

defined by modern genomes (figure 1b). Our Iberian samples

cluster together with other Chalcolithic Iberians. COV20126 is

just slightly shifted on the plot towards samples previously

described as carrying a Caucasian component in their

genomes (ancient individuals from the Russian Steppes and

Late Neolithic and BA samples from central Europe),

and shows no obvious increased affinity with Africa.

Next, we investigated common ancestry among ancient

genomes using ADMIXTURE and the SNP panel in the Human

Origins dataset (figure 1c). Based on cross-validation error,

the best-supported value of K is K ¼ 6 (electronic supplemen-

tary material, figure S3). At K ¼ 6, this analysis confirmed the

similarity between the ancient Iberian samples and other

Middle Neolithic and Chalcolithic individuals from Spain

(figure 1c), showing the two well-known major genome com-

ponents related with Western hunter–gatherers (WHG) and

Anatolian farmers. At K ¼ 7, a minor fraction of a genome com-

ponent associated with the Caucasian hunter–gatherers

(CHG) and Russian Steppes is evident in COV20126, as well

as in two Spanish samples from the same BA period [13,47]

(figure 1c; electronic supplementary material, data S3). The

presence of this component only in COV20126, i.e. the most

http://www.phylotree.org/
http://www.phylotree.org/
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recent individual we analysed in the present study, is in agree-

ment with previous work reporting a late arrival of the Pontic

Steppe ancestry into the Iberian gene pool [9,46,48,49].

Ancient African samples were included in both analyses,

but we did not observe any clear similarity between them,

characterized by the red, yellow and purple components in

figure 1c, and ancient Iberians, unless for a trace presence

(around 0.02%) of sub-Saharan African (red and yellow)

components in two Early Neolithic samples from Spain

(mur and ATP19; [13]). In short, clustering analyses do

not yield any obvious indication of genomic relationships

between Africans and COV20126, which could corroborate

the findings of the mtDNA analysis.
(d) D-statistic analysis of whole-genome data
The low coverage of some ancient individuals, COV20126

among them, strongly reduced the number of available mar-

kers in the previous analysis, and hence our power to detect

subtle signals of remote admixture events. Therefore, we

decided to use the whole-genome sequences we had gener-

ated to formally test for admixture with a sub-Saharan source.

We ran D-statistics [39] in ANGSD [40] using the chim-

panzee genome as outgroup. The null hypothesis was that,

in the absence of gene flow from Africa, all ancient Iberian

samples should form a single cluster, to the Africans’ exclu-

sion. Alternatively, African admixture in Iberia after the
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Mesolithic period would result in negative values of D. Thus,

we formulated D-statistics of the form D((Iberian_N/BA, La

Braña) African, chimpanzee) (figure 3), where Iberian_N/BA

was represented in turn by each of the Early Neolithic,

Middle Neolithic and BA samples (electronic supplementary

material, data S2) and La Braña is a WHG from Northern

Spain, known to have contributed genetically to post-Meso-

lithic populations in Western Europe [10,13,47,50].

Rather surprisingly, the only positive set of D-values

obtained from these analyses was observed for COV20126.

Most remarkable is that, in contrast with the null hypothesis,
we found most of the tests involving the other ancient Iberian

genomes to yield negative values of D (figure 3 and Test1A in

the electronic supplementary material, table S4), suggesting

the presence of a subtle but significant African component.

There is a general trend to negative D-values, with the Spanish

Middle Neolithic and Chalcolithic samples showing greater

(and statistically significant) similarities with the African

genomes, than the Spanish Early Neolithic and Portuguese

Middle Neolithic individuals (whose D-values are insignifi-

cant). A similar trend towards negative values of D was not

observed when we repeated the test with a configuration of
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the form D((WHG, La Braña) African, chimpanzee) (Test1B in

the electronic supplementary material, table S4), neither with a

time series of ancient samples from east Europe (WHG and

post-Mesolithic samples from Hungary and Romania, Test2

in the electronic supplementary material, table S4). In the

latter case, D-values fluctuated around 0, with no visible

difference between earlier and later individuals.

In order to test whether the lack of African ancestry in

COV20126 could be explained by its lower genome coverage

(0.4�) compared with other samples (greater than or equal to

1�), we artificially diminished the quality of the other BA indi-

vidual (esp005) in our D-statistics test. We subsampled its

genome and increased the presence of contaminant sequences

to similar values of those in COV20126 (0.4� of genome cover-

age and � 2,5% of contamination). When we repeated the

D-test, despite such modifications, the low-quality version of

esp005’s genome was still giving signals of African admixture

(electronic supplementary material, figure S6). Thus, it seems

the low genome coverage cannot by itself explain the apparent

absence of African admixture in COV20126’s nuclear sequences.

(e) Outgroup f3 statistics
We measured by outgroup f3 statistics the amount of shared

genetic drift between pairs of Eurasian samples after separation

from an African outgroup (Mbuti) (figure 4; electronic sup-

plementary material, data S4). This analysis confirmed that all

our four samples have the highest levels of shared genetic history

with other Middle and Early Neolithic samples from Central

Europe and Spain, and with Basques and Sardinians among

modern populations (electronic supplementary material, figure

S7). However, we detected differences concerning the WHG

component. While the Spanish Mesolithic Chan and La Braña

are within the WHG that share the most genetic drift with the

Portuguese LD1174 and LD270 ( f3 ¼ 0.271), they are less related

with the samples from southern Spain ( f3 values around 0.25 for

LU339 and COV20126), which share a higher genetic drift with

hunter–gatherers from France and Luxembourg than with the

Spanish ones (figure 4). This could indicate pre-existing genetic
structure within the Iberian hunter-gatherer populations, even

though the small differences among the outgroup f3 values call

for caution in their interpretation.
4. Discussion
In this study, we found indisputable evidence of the presence of

a mitochondrial sequence of sub-Saharan African origin in a

3600 years-old sample, COV20126, from southern Spain. Con-

sidering the absence of any closely related mitogenomes in

prehistoric Europe, it is difficult to explain this finding by a pro-

cess other than cross-Mediterranean gene flow before the BA.

Although COV20216’s nuclear genome showed no

obvious traces of African admixture, several other samples

from Iberia did; in particular, relatively late samples (from

the Middle Neolithic and Chalcolithic) collected along

the Mediterranean area and on the Spanish plateau. The

increased, significant similarity to sub-Saharan African

samples shown by these individuals is not matched, as far

as we could test, elsewhere in Europe (figure 3 and electronic

supplementary material, table S4).

Also, we detected a higher African affinity in the Middle

Neolithic Spanish samples than in the Portuguese ones, or in

individuals from earlier periods. This fits well with archaeo-

logical data, reporting similarities in Neolithic tools and

pottery decoration (Almagra and the impressed Oran)

between the Andalusian and North African shores [51,52].

Taken together, these findings can be explained by at least

one episode of gene flow from Africa to southern Iberia,

which apparently did not reach (or had a smaller impact on)

the northwest Atlantic fringe. The exact date of this episode is

difficult to define with confidence. In principle, if it happened

in Middle Neolithic times (i.e. a little more than 3600 years

ago, which is COV20126 age), its consequences should be evi-

dent in the clustering analysis of samples from that period

and geographical area, which was not the case. An alternative

possibility is that gene flow may have occurred even earlier in

Southern Iberia from a population with Sub-Saharan African
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features, which left some genetic contribution in the genomes

of the people, the local hunter–gatherers, they admixed with.

Because hunter–gatherer genomes from Southern Spain are

not available yet, the consequences of such gene flow become

apparent to us only in samples from Middle Neolithic times,

in parallel with the reemergence of the local hunter–gatherer

component of ancient European genomes [9,46,47]. This

hypothesis implies the existence of some north–south genetic

structure in pre-Neolithic Iberia, with hunter–gatherers from

the south showing a stronger resemblance with sub-Saharan

Africans, and it would account for all findings of the present

study, as well as for those of previous studies of modern

DNA [1,7]. However, to safely discriminate between the two

hypotheses, we would need Mesolithic samples from southern

Spain, which are at present unavailable.

Whatever the date of gene flow from Africa might be, the

presence of African affinities in several individuals, including

a clearly African mitogenome, shows that one or more con-

tacts occurred between prehistoric Iberian populations and

a population whose features we can describe as sub-Saharan.

Whether that happened in a single episode, or two (account-

ing for the African affinities in, respectively, Spanish MN/

ChL samples, and COV20126), we cannot tell at present. In

both cases, the episode(s) we detected left a small, but not

negligible, mark at the population level, contributing to a

fraction, if minor, of the Iberian gene pool.

With regards to the lack of this signal in the nuclear genome

of COV20126, it may be related with his younger age compared

to the other samples in the D-statistic test and, possibly, with his

geographical origin. COV20126’s age (3600 yBP) implies a

higher number of generations separating him from the time

of the admixture event, which could have further diluted the

African component within his genome. Additionally, his

geographical proximity to the Mediterranean coast (a major

point of arrival of prehistoric migrations [53]), may have

increased the presence of DNA variants from different sources

in COV20126’s ancestors, in comparison with other BA people

from the more isolated northern inland regions (esp005).

Also, we cannot exclude that technical reasons related with

the capture enrichment could have introduced some bias in

COV20126’s genomic data. The commercial DNA we used to

build the probes comes from anonymous donors and the

manufacturer does not provide information about their

geographical origin. If most of this DNA is of European
ancestry, it may have favoured the capture of European-like,

rather than African-like, sequences in COV20126’s genome.

Finally, our study highlights the informative value of

mtDNA as a marker of demographic events, which may be

difficult to recognize at the genomic level. Indeed, in the

long run, recombination is expected to blur the signals of

past admixture events, which may instead be preserved in

non-recombining DNA fragments (even though the latter

are subjected to a stronger impact of genetic drift). Also,

these results show that genetic population structure is often

complex, and hence broad generalizations about vast terri-

tories or long periods of time are unwarranted, if not

adequately supported by detailed geographical and archaeo-

logical data. Particularly, in the Iberian Peninsula, the

Spanish plateau and the Cantabrian Mountains seem to

have played a major role, reducing the possibility of ancient

contacts between the Atlantic and Mediterranean watersheds.
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